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The people on the side of the Kobold, their faces solemn at the moment, watching the battle on the
ring.

Duanshan narrowed his eyes and his eyes flickered:

"This little human boy is extremely strong in every aspect, with almost no weakness."

On the edge of Broken Mountain, another kobold warrior Nidam nodded:

"The methods used to support Liang are almost exhausted. This human being has only used a
combat skill until now. The attacks of Zhi Liang have no effect on him. In the arena, sooner or later,
he will be forced to a dead end."

"Huh! I didn't expect the Red Maple Empire to have such a talented arrogant. But...fortunately, it
didn't grow up. Take advantage of this time, eliminate him, so as not to bring hidden dangers in the
future."

A cold color flashed in Duanshan's eyes.

…………

The time has passed, on the ring.

Zhi Lianggang turned into a thunder and avoided an attack by Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan couldn't help but frown slightly, vomiting in his heart that this guy can really hide.

has to work harder.

Lu Yuan's whole body strength exploded, using Heigangjin.

The powerful strength brings about the acceleration of the explosive speed.

Under the roar of , a series of tiny cobweb-like cracks were cracked in the ring, and the speed of the
land edge skyrocketed again.
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He appeared in front of Zhi Liang at the moment when Zhi Liang thunderously transformed, and the
heavy sword slashed straight down.

Just seeing Lu Yuan in front of him from Zhiliang, who was transformed into the thunder, his pupils
shrank, and a look of horror appeared in his eyes. How could it be so fast? ?

He quickly waved his staff, and a white light flashed above the staff. The next moment, a white
light shield appeared on his body.

Boom! !

The heavy sword slashed on the light shield, the light shield shook, and then it shattered like an
eggshell.

"what?!"

Zhiliang was shocked.

This is the shield that comes with the Tier 4 King-level Staff, which was broken by Lu Yuan in one
blow? !

Zhi Liang gritted his teeth, and his body was about to turn into thunder to go far away again. At this
moment, Lu Yuan kicked Zhi Liang heavily in the abdomen.

Zhiliang suddenly flew out like a cannonball, blood spurted out of his mouth, and the sound of
broken bones sounded.

Zhiliang's body flew out of the ring and landed heavily, his consciousness a little dizzy.

With one blow, Zhi Liang almost fainted.

Seeing Zhiliang flying out of the ring, the atmosphere was silent for a moment, and then the human
camp smiled, and everyone in the kobold camp became gloomy and a little ugly.

A healing kobold war emperor stepped forward, picked up Zhi Liang, and began to heal his injuries.

He could feel that Zhi Liang's body was seriously injured, his pupils shrank slightly, and he took a
deep look at Lu Yuan.

Although it is an elemental element, it is a warlord after all. His body is no worse than other
physique-enhancing generals. Just a kick caused Zhi Liang to be seriously injured. This power made
this healing kobold war emperor a little frightened.



Lu Yuan glanced at Zhi Liang on the ground.

This guy's combat skills that turned into a thunder is too slippery, if he uses space to teleport, he can
catch him in one shot.

But without space teleportation, it was still a bit troublesome for Lu Yuan to grasp his weakness,
and it took him a lot of effort to get him off the ring.

However, Lu Yuan didn't care too much, just as a warm-up.

is only this level of consumption, for Lu Yuan, it is not as fast as the spiritual power that he can
automatically recover now.

Even if the spirit stone is not used to restore spiritual power, Lu Yuan's white jade spiritual body
and Tian Ling Dan combined, the recovery of spiritual power is very fast.

Ignoring the cold gazes of some kobolds, Lu Yuan smiled: "Who is next?"

Duanshan's eyes flashed with a trace of haze, and he faintly spoke:

"Wenlin, you go."

Bai Mao Gootou Ren Wenlin nodded and entered the ring.

He was wearing heavy armor, holding a huge spiked battle shield in his hand, and no other weapons
were used.

This is a guardian warrior.

Wenlin was silent. After entering the ring, light golden rays of light flashed on his body, and a thick
golden battle armor appeared on the surface of his body.

At the same time, he roared again, and the golden aura spread on the battle shield, forming a shield,
enclosing the whole person.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly when he saw this, he was a defensive guy.

He actually wants a strong offensive opponent who can fight him with real swords and guns, so that
the fight is more refreshing.

But it's better than the slippery support.

"Start."



sounded, Lu Yuan instantly appeared in front of Wenlin.

The simultaneous use of Black Steel Strength and White Jade Spirit Body brings incomparable
power.

The heavy sword slashed on Wenlin's golden shield with heavy force and violent wind.

The roar sounded, and the golden shield kept vibrating and became dim.

But soon, with the input of Wenlin's spiritual power, the originally dim golden shield regained its

brightness.

This is a shield that can be maintained continuously.

Lu Yuan's expression remained unchanged, and he waved the epee with both hands, and the epee
kept slashing towards the golden shield in one fell swoop.

The roar sounded again and again on the ring, the golden shield collided with the epee, and a
circular air wave suddenly appeared, spreading in all directions, and the strong wind became fierce
in the ice valley where the cold wind was originally strong.

Every time the epee and the golden shield collided, Wenlin’s body would take a step back slightly

under the roar, and the endless sword fell on the golden shield, Wenlin retreated again and again,
and soon retreated. The edge of the ring.

glanced at the ring behind him, Wen Lin couldn't help but change a little.

The next moment, Wenlin roared, and his whole body swelled. Wenlin, who was originally only
about 1.8 meters tall, had bulging muscles, and his body was raised to about 2.5 meters, and his
body looked unusually strong.

There was a hint of pale white light in his eyes, his legs sank, and he stabilized his retreat. Then he
attacked the landing edge and walked back steadily.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly when he saw this. He was a little surprised at Wenlin's soaring
strength, but he didn't have too many surprises.

A warlord has five combat skills, plus the combat skills that may be attached to the genetic weapons
on his body, maybe he has seven or eight different methods.

As a genius, it is not surprising that he has various means.

Wenlin's power surged, and a sharp look appeared in his eyes. His legs were slightly bent, he
kicked the ground, and leaped towards Luyuan. In front of him, a huge shield with spikes seemed to



be huge. The city wall slammed toward the landing edge. The golden shield that had surrounded
Wenlin for defense at this moment changed its shape, condensing on the surface of the huge shield,
giving it a fierce aura.

Lu Yuan's eyes dazzled, and he uttered a low voice, and took a step forward, slashing the heavy
sword against the huge shield.

Boom! !

The collision sounded, and the whole ring was slightly shaken, and the aftermath of the violent
raging raged, and the two stalemate in place.

After a stalemate, Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, his feet moved, and his body disappeared in place. After
appearing beside Wenlin, the heavy sword cut at Wenlin's neck mercilessly.

Wenlin's face remained unchanged, just like Willie before, holding his shield in front of the epee.

The epee and the giant shield collided again, and the circular air wave spread again.

Lu Yuan did not stop, relying on his own speed to be faster than Wenlin, moving around Wenlin

again and again, the heavy sword with a terrifying sword light, and continuously cut towards
Wenlin.

Wenlin has a solemn face, constantly blocking with a huge shield, sometimes sideways to avoid
attacks.

On the ring, Wen Lin's body flashed with golden light, standing in the center, his muscles were
strong and bulging, like a little giant.

And Lu Yuan's body disappeared from time to time, and sometimes appeared around Wenlin, each
time it appeared was accompanied by the collision of the heavy sword and the shield, with turbulent
air waves.

The battle between the two looked different from the agility and elegance of Lu Yuan and Zhi Liang
before, and each collision carried shocking power.

Time passed, and everyone below found something wrong.

Wenlin's breath gradually became disordered, but Lu Yuan was still calm, breathing and
unchanged.

Seeing this scene, Broken Mountain and Needham below both frowned.



"Well... Does this human have combat skills to strengthen recovery? Or is it genetically armed with

similar capabilities. It has a long-lasting combat capability."

Broken Mountain opened the mouth.

Needham nodded: "This human being does not seem to have any weaknesses except for the absence

of long-range attacks. As he is only a warlord-level cultivation base, he can achieve this step, it
should be achieved in all aspects. Is it the limit?"

Behind the two, a few kobold geniuses looked ugly.

Blood Kuangya looked at Lu Yuan with cold eyes:

"This human being is indeed a bit strong. It's just a warrior who has such comprehensive combat
abilities, even the recovery of physical and spiritual power is so good."

The water on the side of nodded, his face solemn:

"His Royal Highness Fibba is not unjustly defeated, even Wenlin can't hold it anymore."

A kobold hidden genius next to had a glimmer of blood in his eyes, and said lightly:

"It's no wonder that Master Broken Mountain asked us to focus on team battles before, to deal with
this human being... Master Broken Mountain really made some sense."

Xue Kuangfang glanced at the talking kobold, a sneer appeared on his face:

"With Kurum, this human being is dead in this team battle."

Shuiji's face was somewhat cautious, and he said:

"Even so, we have to kill him with the momentum of thunder. If he is dragged for a while, I am
afraid that the opponent's war emperor will come to save people at that time."

Hearing Shui Ji's words, the other kobolds condensed and nodded seriously.

"A complete countermeasure must be prepared."

…………

While they were talking, Lu Yuan and Wenlin were about to decide the outcome.

In order to resist Lu Yuan's attack, Wenlin has continuously activated several combat skills, and his
spiritual energy consumption rate is much faster than normal.



, coupled with Lu Yuan's continuous offensive like a tide, made Wenlin's spiritual and physical
energy drain a bit more.

In just over ten minutes,Wen Lin found that he had consumed more than half of his spiritual power,
and it was already difficult to support all aspects of combat skills.

Gradually, facing Lu Yuan's violent offensive, Wenlin was unable to support it.

Boom! !

It was another collision. Wen Lin's face changed. The body that had been swelled contracted again,
the muscles no longer swelled as before, and the accompanying powerful force receded like a tide.

Wenlin's body just returned to its original shape, and a dangerous breath came from behind him.

Wenlin reluctantly turned around to resist the attack, the huge shield collided with the heavy sword,
his body retreated a few steps, his face changed slightly.

can't stop it.

This retreat was just the beginning, Lu Yuan's offensive did not stop at all, and repeated heavy cuts
in Wenlin's eyes as if mountains were falling continuously, and he was almost out of breath.

After several more collisions, the golden light on his body flashed and slowly became dim.

Lu Yuan cut down with a sword, and Wenlin's giant shield blocked it.

Boom! !

The giant shield was shaken by Lu Yuan's sword, Wen Lin's chest opened wide, and his pupils
shrank.

Oops!

Lu Yuan would naturally not let go of such a good opportunity, the epee in his hand pierced
Wenlin's chest.

Right here, a golden light appeared, blocking the heavy sword.

Lu Yuan's expression remained unchanged, he directly retracted the epee, slowly backed up a few
steps, and turned his head to look at the few kobold powerhouses below.

Duanshan's face was condensed, and he faintly spoke:



"We admit defeat."

He took a deep look at Lu Yuan, and slowly said:

"Shui Ji, you go up."

Mengjiang looked at Lu Yuan with a serious expression:

"Lu Yuan, are you okay? If it consumes too much, come down now. There is no need to hold on.
Next, there are three warlords on our side."

Lu Yuan was taken aback, and smiled: "I can continue."

Hearing this, Meng Jiang glanced at Lu Yuan, then nodded:

"If you can't, don't force yourself."

"Um."

The water with blue and white hair gathered in the ring.

He smiled and looked at Lu Yuan:

"Human, I am different from the previous Wenlin and Zhi Liang...because I am an Intermediate

Battle Sovereign, and I am still of the Ice Element!"

As he spoke, a series of fierce ice arrows gathered in front of Shui Ji and shot towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan felt the powerful aura, his face changed a little.

This is a little different from the previous data. The Shui Ji in the data is the low-level Zhan Zun,
but I didn’t expect it to be the intermediate Zhan Zun now.

Even several war emperors and war emperors frowned slightly.

Originally, the people in Mengjiang knew that Lu Yuan's strength had reached the level of Zhan
Zun.

is to make Lu Yuan as a warlord-level combat power, plus the other three human warlords, which
is equivalent to having four warlords.

Lu Yuan’s strength is considered the low-level warlord, plus two low-class warlords and one
high-class warlord, it is stronger than the original three warlords of the kobold.



Unexpectedly, there are four warlords on the kobold side, one warlord is senior, one warlord is
intermediate, and two warlords are low.

Generally speaking, the strength of the kobold genius is indeed stronger than that of humans.

However, the current situation is that Lu Yuan alone has eliminated the two low-level kobold
geniuses. Relatively speaking, they have some advantages here.

, after all, are also at the Zhan Zun level. As long as the quality of the burned genes is not much
different, the difference between the low level and the intermediate level is only a little bit of

temperament.

This gap can be made up. If one is not enough, use two.

Shui Ji's strength is indeed stronger than Wen Lin, especially as an ice elementary fighter. When he

doesn't use space teleportation and other hole cards, Lu Yuan finds that he can hardly gain any
advantage now.

Shui Ji possesses the same control skills as the Frost Chain. For Lu Yuan, he can break free through
brute force, but it will also have a certain degree of stiffness.

This made him have to attack several times with a hard draft.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan's current steel body art practice is not weak, and he can increase his defensive
ability by more than three times.

The white jade spirit body plus the steel body, even after taking a few ice guns, Lu Yuan was only
repelled a little, and his body felt a little bit cold, but it didn't hurt much.

The only problem is that Lu Yuan's movements will gradually become stiff as the chill keeps
entering the body.

He feels okay now, just because his physique is far stronger than the average genetic warrior. If you
just look at the basic attributes, Lu Yuan, who has four Tier 3 imperial weapons, three king genes
and one lord gene, is compared to Lu Yuan. The Zhan Zun who has burned the King's Gene is even
stronger.

So even if the cold air wants to interfere with Lu Yuan, it will take a certain amount of time.

Just keep going like this, and that will happen sooner or later.

Lu Yuan pursed his lips slightly, planning to use other methods.

On the blood-colored epee in Lu Yuan's hand, there are wisps of blood flowing.



The next moment, blood-colored epee phantoms appeared all over Lu Yuan's body.

one after another, there are twelve ways.

If it is a king-level Scarlet Storm epee, the accompanying combat skill is only to condense the
four-epee sword shadow.

But after Lu Yuan evolved to the emperor level, the number of sword shadows increased to as many
as twelve ways.

Twelve heavy swords hovered around Lu Yuan. Lu Yuan grinned and rushed towards Shuiji.

Shui Ji saw the twelve sword shadows, his face changed and he became serious.

He roared, and a frost giant condensed in front of him.

The frost giant roared and rushed towards Lu Yuan.

The aura of the Frost Giant is extremely powerful, no worse than a low-level warlord who has the
king's genes inscribed. It is obviously a king-level combat skill.

Its whole body was full of terrifying cold air, Lu Yuan felt the coldness before it got close.

Lu Yuan's expression remained unchanged, he didn't need to approach the Frost Giant.

A few meters away, Lu Yuan swung his epee at the Frost Giant.

The scarlet sword shadow floating around Lu Yuan immediately followed.

Scarlet Sword Shadow moved freely about 20 meters in front of Luyuan, setting off a ** sword
blade storm.

Scarlet sword shadows slashed on the frost giant's body.

Although the power of was slightly weaker than Lu Yuan's own attacks, it was not much weaker.

The point is to have a large number, twelve in total.

Lu Yuan waved his sword in the air again and again, and the Scarlet Sword Shadow continued to

slash, drowning the Frost Giant.

In a short moment, the Frost Giant was chopped to pieces in an unwilling roar.

Seeing that the Frost Giant was cut to pieces so easily, Shui Ji's eyes widened in disbelief:



"This is impossible!!"

The strength of the Frost Giant itself is equivalent to the low-level war veteran with the king-level
gene burned, and coupled with the cold air that is constantly flowing, it is much more difficult to
deal with than the average low-level war veteran.

Seeing that Lu Yuan had no long-range combat skills before, Shui Ji thought that his frost giant was
Tianke Lu Yuan.

Unexpectedly, Lu Yuan even had this kind of hole cards.

He couldn't believe it.

is not just the water collection, the kobold below sees the sky full of sword shadows, his face also
changes.

Duanshan frowned: "This human being has such a strange method, does it even have a long-range
attack method?"

Needham on the side of took a deep breath:

"However, the power of this sword shadow is slightly weaker than the attack of this little human

being. As long as someone can block it, the impact will be small."

Hearing this, Duanshan nodded.

Rebecca was originally holding Si Tingxue's arm. After seeing the Frost Giant, she was a little
worried. Seeing that the ** sword shadow condensed by Lu Yuan easily smashed the Frost Giant,
she breathed a sigh of relief and smiled.

Si Tingxue's clenched fist next to also relaxed slightly.

Stevenson looked at Lu Yuan’s condensed ** sword shadow, his eyes flashed again and again, with
a trace of expectation and excitement:

"This guy really has a lot of means, and it's amazing. I don't think I can beat him anymore?"

Bakura has an indifferent face, holding his arms around his chest.

On the ring, Lu Yuan rushed towards Shuiji.

Before the icy arrows shot by Shuiji approached Lu Yuan, they were all smashed by the scarlet
sword shadow. Lu Yuan's body was covered with sword light, and Shuiji's attack could not break
through for a while.



His face was ugly, his spiritual power surged, and he summoned another frost giant. After that, he
once again condensed chains of frost, trying to bind Lu Yuan.

At the same time, it showed in his body that an ice shield had condensed, and then a faint blue light
flashed on the staff in his hand, and his breath rose sharply.

A faint blue light flashed in his eyes, and his staff waved, one by one, basketball-sized, ice-blue
round hockey pucks appeared in the air.

There are eight hockey pucks.

These hockey pucks are not fast and move slowly to the surroundings, away from the water pool.

At the same time, ice arrows shot from every ice hockey puck, constantly shooting towards the
landing edge, and at the same time a cloud of ice mist spread out all over his body.

Seeing this, Lu Yuan frowned slightly, glanced at the frost giant rushing towards him, and then at
the constantly moving hockey puck, shattering the frost chains on his feet, turning his body into an
afterimage, and rushing to the ice hockey puck. The sword swung, and the shadows of the sword
smashed the ice ball to pieces.

The smashed ice ball suddenly flashed with a bluish light, and it burst open.

Lu Yuan's face changed slightly, and he backed away quickly.

A chill spread, Lu Yuan's body stiffened a bit, and at the same time there were waves of broken ice
as if sharp arrows hit Lu Yuan's body.

Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief. Fortunately, he attacked with a sword shadow. Otherwise, if he
was close to the hockey puck, the cold and power from the explosion would definitely be greater,
and it would not be easy for him.

Lu Yuan glanced at Shui Ji with a somewhat ugly expression, this guy's combat skills were quite
powerful and strange.

Also, a genetic warrior who restrains close combat.

This is too insidious.

Fortunately, his current Scarlet Sword Shadow can barely be considered a long- range attack ability.

Lu Yuan went to other places again and smashed the hockey pucks one by one. As Lu Yuan
smashed the pucks, the Frost Giant kept rushing up, trying to attack Lu Yuan, but Lu Yuan avoided
them all.



In terms of speed, the speed of Frost Giant in this environment is not too slow, but compared with
Lu Yuan, it is still a bit different.

At the same time, Shui Ji was not idle, using Frost Arrows to attack Luyuan again and again.

But his Frostbolt is still being shattered by Lu Yuan's ** sword shadow.

When Lu Yuan smashed five hockey pucks, he frowned and found that Shuiji was making hockey
pucks again.

Lu Yuan suddenly changed his strategy, gave up breaking the ice puck that was continuously
condensing ice and fog, turned his head and rushed directly to Shuiji.

When Lu Yuan rushed towards Shui Ji, the Frost Giant would naturally not sit back and watch, and
kept entanglement in Lu Yuan, making Lu Yuan annoying.

Lu Yuan brandished the epee and smashed the frost giant.

However, as soon as this frost giant was smashed, Shui Ji made another one.

Lu Yuan feels his head is a bit big.

is really a troublesome opponent.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly, and used a hole card again.

The darkness reaps.

Strands of pitch-black mist escaped from Lu Yuan's body.

Lu Yuan's breath rose again.

He swung the epee in his hand, smashing a piece of ice bolt, and at the same time, it only took a few
breaths to smash the recondensed frost giant.

Feeling the change of Lu Yuan's breath, Shui Ji's face changed, revealing a hint of shock. Is there
no limit to this guy's improvement? !

When Lu Yuan was about to approach him, his face was solemn, and an icy blue afterimage
appeared behind him.

After the icy blue afterimage appeared, Lu Yuan could feel that the aura of Shui Ji suddenly became
a lot colder than before.



Then, he opened his right hand to Lu Yuan.

A white cold current spouted from Shui Ji’s right hand and rushed towards Lu Yuan. The extreme
cold made Lu Yuan feel a bit piercing pain even with the dark harvest.

His face changed slightly, his figure flickered, and he backed away again and again, avoiding the
huge area covered by the cold current.

Lu Yuan's face became serious.

A genius who can reach the intermediate rank of Zhan Zun before the age of twenty is really not that
easy to deal with.

He still has space to teleport and the coat of arms is useless.

If you use it, Lu Yuan is confident to defeat him quickly.

However, Lu Yuan intends to wait until the team fights before using it.

He thought for a while, intending to polish it slowly.

So, Lu Yuan smashed the hockey pucks one by one while smashing the frost giant that was
constantly condensed from the water pool.

The battle on the ring was deadlocked again.

Seeing this scene, the strong kobold frowned slightly, I always think where I have seen this scene?

Blood Kuangya frowned and grinned:

"When this human being was fighting with Zhiliang and Wenlin, he was also in a stalemate for a
while. I didn't expect that now he was fighting with Shuiji, but he was still in a stalemate."

Kurum next to nodded:

"It's true, but when he fought Zhi Liang and Wenlin, he didn't use many methods, but now he has

used a lot of methods to fight Shuiji. I am afraid that he has no more hole cards. Now he is even

somewhat suppressed by the water collection."

Hearing this, Xue Kuangya nodded slightly.

is not only the blood crazy tooth, but also the people in Duanshan think so.



They have carefully investigated Lu Yuan. Lu Yuan’s previous combat skills are similar to the
current white jade physical combat skills. They are both blessed with their own guardian combat
skills. Since the white jade physical combat skills are used, other combat skills are probably useless.
Most of the methods Lu Yuan currently uses should be incidental to genetic weapons.

Looking at it this way, they found that Lu Yuan's genetic armament was also very strong, otherwise
the accompanying combat skills would not be so strong.

Even so, since Lu Yuan has no more hole cards now, they are relieved.

Nidham had a touch of indifference on his face, and said lightly:

"It's just a warrior. It's already extraordinary to be able to fight against the Shuiji of Zhan Zun

Intermediate Level. It's incredible."

Hearing this, the joy on other people's faces also disappeared.

They are all a little frightened. You must know that Shui Ji, as an intermediate genius of Zhan Zun,
is among the top batch of the younger generation of Blood Bone Star.

In this frosty environment, even the most powerful genius under the age of 20, Blood Bone Star,
Blood Mad Fang, would have some difficulty in dealing with Water Collection.

Lu Yuan can fight with Shuiji to such an extent, this in itself is a very outrageous thing.

When they think of this, their faces become serious.

Especially the few people of Blood Kuangya, they glanced at each other, and murderous intent was
rampant in their eyes.

They must kill Lu Yuan.

This time, the battle lasted for about half an hour.

Shui Ji itself is an intermediate-level warlord, with deep spiritual power, and in such a frosty
environment, the consumption of his combat skills is much smaller than in other areas.

And Lu Yuan, once again shocked everyone at his terrifying physical and spiritual power. He was
able to fight for half an hour with such a powerful output of spiritual power.

After half an hour, the speed at which Shuiji condenses the puck has slowed down a lot, and it no
longer summons the Frost Giant.

The Frost Giant consumes a lot of spiritual power, and he has no power to continue to summon.



At the same time, the ** sword shadows around Lu Yuan and the black mist on his body also
disappeared.

The time for the harvest of the ** storm and darkness has come.

After all, it is not a combat skill attached to an extraordinary gene. As a combat skill on genetic
weapons, there is always a duration.

can last for half an hour, this is already because Lu Yuan's genetic weapons are of emperor quality.

The intensity of the battle between the two sides has dropped a lot compared to the previous one.

Lu Yuan continued to maintain the white jade spirit body, black steel strength and steel body, while
avoiding the attacks of ice hockey and ice arrows, tentatively approaching Shuiji.

As a result, he was still forced back by the white cold current in Shuiji's hands.

This has been several times.

However, Lu Yuan was surprised to find that the white cold current was not as cold as before.

The land margin is also very expensive, but apparently the same is true for water collection.

Everyone is half a catty, then continue to boil.

Lu Yuan continued to evade the attack while smashing the ice ** one by one.

The power of the ice hockey explosion made Lu Yuan feel pain, but with a steel body, plus
God-class armor, Lu Yuan's defense was still very good, and he did not suffer any injuries. On the
contrary, it was a bit troublesome for the cold to enter the body.

But for Lu Yuan, it can still be tolerated now. After all, Lu Yuan's physique improved greatly when
Dark Harvest started, and he didn't accumulate any chill before.

As long as you don't let the ice hockey spread the cold, it is still acceptable to Lu Yuan.

Another half hour passed, and the battle between Lu Yuan and Shuiji lasted for about an hour.

Shui Ji has no spiritual power to condense ice hockey, even Frostbolt can only condense a very
small number of ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Lu Yuan at this moment the white jade spirit body has

dissipated.

His spiritual power is really not left.



Up to now, the two of them have almost consumed almost the same spiritual power.

Lu Yuan looked at Shui Ji in the distance, showing a smirk.

Everyone has no spiritual power. Lu Yuan's physique is obviously not comparable to the small body
of an elemental warrior.

Even if only relying on his own physique, Lu Yuan still possesses extremely fast speed, extremely
powerful defense and attack capabilities.

Lu Yuan flickered and easily dodged a few icy arrows. Without the interference of the frost giant,
Lu Yuan quickly approached Shui Ji, and Shui Ji's complexion changed. He wanted to condense the
white cold current, but it was only a thin condensate. A layer of fog.

Shuiji looked at the fog in front of him, and his whole body was dumbfounded.

The next moment, Lu Yuan's epee had already been cut at his head.

When the epee was about to cut Shui Ji's head, a ray of golden light flashed, blocking Lu Yuan's
epee.

Duanshan's cold voice sounded:

"We admit defeat."

Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief when he heard the words.

At the same time, Meng Jiang said with a serious face:

"Lu Yuan, you come down and substitute."
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